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Komodia’s Interceptor 

 
Komodia's Interceptor allows you to sniff normal and encrypted SSL 
traffic with a few simple clicks and a copy paste of our callback code into 
your application 
 
Product’s web page: 
http://www.komodia.com/index.php?page=interceptor.html 
 
Product includes:  
 

• Winsock LSP component. 

• Advanced LSP installer. 
(http://www.komodia.com/index.php?page=rlsp.html) 

• Interceptor software. 
 
The product has two flavors, a basic version that only intercepts traffic 
but does not decode the SSL traffic, the second version includes 
decryption modules for Internet Explorer (IE) and Firefox (FF) which 
decrypts the SSL data. 
 



IE interceptor stand-alone version (for normal and SSL traffic) 

 
This product is for users who only need to intercept IE traffic. 
 
Product includes:  
 

• BHO component. 

• Internet explorer SSL decryptor.  

• Interceptor SDK. 
 

FF interceptor stand-alone version (for normal and SSL traffic) 

 
This product is for users who only need to intercept FF traffic. 
 
Product includes:  
 

• Firefox component. 

• Firefox SSL decryptor.  

• Interceptor SDK. 
 

HTTP Decoder (optional module) 

 
This module decodes HTTP traffic, it allows the user to receive complete 
HTTP requests, HTTP replies and parsed HTTP body. The module 
decodes GZIP encoding (common inside SSL) and chunked transfer. 
 

Difference between binary and source version 

 
There’s no difference in terms of functionality, clients who opt for the 
source code usually do so to either inspect the code, or to have it in their 
archives. 
 



Price quote 

 
Binary version comes with 30 days of support. 
Source version comes with 60 days of support. 
 
Binary or source code versions are royalty free and they are licensed for 
one named company. (For the first 50,000 deployments, we estimate that 
95% of our clients are well within this limit. However if you plan to have 
more deployments then contact us for a special quote) 
 
 Binary version Source version 

Without SSL modules 900$ 1450$* 

With one SSL module (IE 
or FF) 

1100$ 2300$** 

With IE and FF SSL 
modules 

1400$ 2900$ 

Stand alone versions 

Internet Explorer SSL 
decryption BHO 

700$ 1500$ 

Mozilla Firefox component 
SSL decryption 

700$ 1500$ 

Optional modules 

HTTP decoder 450$ 1000$ 

UDP Reader 350$ 800$ 

* Advanced LSP installer comes in binary form, to receive source code of 
the Advanced LSP installer an additional 650$ is required. 
** Advanced LSP installer comes in binary form, to receive source code 
of the Advanced LSP installer an additional 350$ is required. 
 



 

Additional support and product updates 

 

• Price is 20% of the total cost upfront for a year for the binary. 

• Price is 15% of the total cost upfront for a year for the source 
version.  

• Support can be purchased with the initial purchase only. 

• When a yearly supports end, it can be renewed for another year, the 
price will be the official price during the renewal date. 

• Support includes email/phone support and product updates when 
available. 

• If support is not purchased, or not renewed a single update costs 
10% of the product price or 60% to resume the support contract. 

Payment methods 

 
Money can be transferred using either Wire transfer or Paypal 
(restrictions apply), Israeli residents needs to add 16% VAT. 
 

Thank you for your business 


